The world's best guarantees
from the industry leader, since 1981

K40 continues to offer the best guarantees in the industry – as it has since 1981. It’s a confidence that comes from three decades of designing the very best automotive radar and laser protection systems in the world.

100% Ticket-Free.....GUARANTEED!
Speeding tickets covered in full for one year from date of purchase. Does not include tickets issued in Construction Zones, School Zones or in connection with a DUI or DWI. You MUST register your product within 30 days to be eligible.

100% Performance.....GUARANTEED!
If your K40 RL100 radar detector does not outperform any other radar detector you’ve owned, return it to your original place of purchase within 30 days for full product credit.

100% Quality.....GUARANTEED!
K40 backs the RL100 for one full year with our exclusive “repair or replace” warranty if your product fails to work properly.

Product subject to one or more of the following patents:

U.S. Patents
7,298,248 B2
5,001,777
RE39,038
RE40,653
RE41,905
Other patents pending.
The K40 RL100 offers the ultimate portable protection, fully customizable for the way you drive. A radar and laser detector you can trust, backed by a company of real people who genuinely care about your driving experience.

**K40’s RL100 — Protection that leaves you free to drive...without limits.**

- **12 Customizable Settings** No two drivers, vehicles, or driving environments are the same. The K40 RL100 is completely customizable to the way you drive.

- **GPS based “Mark to Alert”** Allows you to mark any point of interest you choose such as dangerous intersections and school zones. **Build your own personal database.**

- **K40's exclusive Quiet Ride™** Eliminates audio alerts below any speed you set.

- **K40 Speed Monitor** GPS feature cues visual and audio alerts whenever your pre-selected speed is exceeded.

- **Voice or Tone plus LCD Display** Unique audible and visual warnings let you know specifically which police radar/laser band is targeting your vehicle.

- **Fully Programmable Radar/Laser Alert Options** Enables you to eliminate alerts to specific radar/laser bands.

- **Auto Start-Up and Autofrequency Calibration** Automatic self-test sequence verifies the unit is operating properly and is calibrated each time it is turned on.

- **Memory Retention** The RL100 maintains all of your preferred/customized settings even after the unit is turned off or unplugged.

---

Your RL100 includes all accessories - Easy in-and-out mounting on your windshield. Includes a 12v coiled power cord along with a straight power cord for customized installation

---

**If you get a speeding ticket, K40 will pay for it.**